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Baby and Child-Specific Products in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Nurturing brand loyalty in baby and child-specific products
Emphasising sun care and skin sensitivity
Navigating choice amidst abundance

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Catering to rising skin sensitivities
Balancing loyalty and affordability
Navigating demographic challenges
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Bath and Shower in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Pricing dynamics drive growth
Evolution from bar soap to liquid soap
Emergence of private label dominance

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Stimulated growth through pricing strategies
Intensified competition focused on pricing
Accelerated growth of private label
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Colour Cosmetics in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Social media influence fuels colour cosmetics sales
Growing concern for skin health among young women
Early adoption of colour cosmetics driven by social media

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Continued growth driven by enhanced consumer awareness
Strengthening demand for skin care-infused colour cosmetics
Persistent price sensitivity and emphasis on brand loyalty
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Adaptation to price increases drives deodorants
Price competitiveness remains paramount
Limited embrace of natural ingredients and sustainability
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Stable growth fuelled by price dynamics
Emphasis on efficacy amidst growing demand for sustainability
Persistent price competition amidst market disruption
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Depilatories in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Modest growth driven by active lifestyles
Intensive advertising in women's razors and blades
Price sensitivity shapes consumer preferences

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Evolving hair removal landscape
Sustained dominance of leading players
Advancements in product offerings
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Fragrances in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Emergence of low-cost fragrances in drugstores
Rise of budget-friendly Arabic fragrances
Intensified competition between mass and premium fragrances

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Stable growth with innovation and pricing dynamics
Intensified competition and price sensitivity
Influence of new market entrants
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Hair Care in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Expansion of hair care beyond basics
Innovation surge and product diversification
Professional care resurgence and consumer preferences

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Recovery and home hair care
Innovation and product diversification
Price sensitivity and brand loyalty

CATEGORY DATA
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Men's Grooming in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Shifting attitudes towards men's grooming
Focus on specific needs
Rising skin care awareness

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Continued growth and awareness
Impact of price sensitivity and private label
Strategies for customer retention
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Oral Care in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Consistent volume growth and price increase
Larger pack sizes and promotional offers
New product development in toothpaste

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Continued consistency in oral care performance
Dominance of toothpaste and innovations in toothbrushes
Persistent price sensitivity and emphasis on private label
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Skin Care in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Growth driven by novelties and social media influence
Ingredient focus and product innovation
Embracing skin cycling

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Continued growth through awareness and social media influence
Focus on ingredients and efficacy
Reinforcement of skin cycling and sun protection awareness

CATEGORY DATA
Table 93 - Sales of Skin Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 94 - Sales of Skin Care by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
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**Sun Care in Serbia**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Aggressive promotion and increased awareness
Integration of sun protection into daily routine
Surge in demand for self-tanning products

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Sustained awareness and focus on quality
Integration of sun protection into daily routine
Accelerated growth in self-tanning segment

**CATEGORY DATA**

Table 100 - Sales of Sun Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
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**Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Serbia**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Sustained growth fuelled by premium appeal
Evolving consumer preferences drive shifts in consumption patterns
The ascendancy of social media in product promotion

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Sustained growth amidst pricing realities
Amplifying growth through consumer awareness
Innovations tailored to consumer needs

**CATEGORY DATA**
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**Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Serbia**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Changing dynamics in mass beauty and personal care
Emergence of derma cosmetics as growth leader
Pioneering frontiers in colour cosmetics and skin care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sustaining growth through price dynamics
The ascendancy of derma cosmetics
Pioneering innovations in product offerings
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